given compound nucleus formed by heavy ions, mab a r r i e r vanishes at high angular momenta, in our ximal information on the production and deexcitacase J + 90 Ti. This model i s based on the macrotion processes. Measurements of each exit channel scopic behavior of deformed nuclei without any cross-section (xn, pxn, ~x n ) as well as total evapo-shell effect.
ration residue and fission cross-sections ( OER I1 -Experimental results.
and a ) in the energy range between the coulomb F b a r r i e r (B ) and about 2 time BC, a r e a good data
As displayed in figure 1 , the sum of the G base in the investigation of theses processes.
cross-sections (xn + p x n + otxn) previously measured via the stack foil method ( l ) i s in agreeIn the f i r s t p a r t of this paper we will present ment, in the overlapping energy region, with the results of such measurements performed for the system 4 0~r + llOpd -j l5OC,d results have also been obtained for the systems 1 6 0 + 1 3 4~ 82
(1) and 68Zn + Se (2) giving the same compound nucleus). Gamma energy and gamma multiplicity have been recently measured ; the data analysis i s presently underway (3).
In the second p a r t of this communication, we shall analyse fission and evaporation residue cross-sections with a statistical model for the decay of highly excited nuclei, We use the GROGI-F code (4). The fission width i s expressed by the Bohr-Wheeler formula and depends on two paramet e r s :
-the level density parameter a t the saddle point, af. The state density of the fissioning nuclms at the saddle-point deformation i s usually parameterized, in the framework of the F e r m i gas model, by the ~i n g l e~p a r t i c l e level density parameter a f and currently expressed as 'the ratio of a /a (whef n r e a i s the level density parameter of the residual n ! Fig. 1 .uevaporation residues from ref. (1) . nucleus a t the equilibrium deformation).
The solid line represents the complete fusion Table I . Table 11 , we present additional results on CJ F for the 4 0~r + 1 3 0~e system. The other needed parameters a r e obtained following usual procedure (see ref. (9) and (10)). The calculated values 0 with multiple chance F fission f o r the various Gd nuclei using af/an = 1.00
and Bf/BtCPS = 1.00 (where BF CPS represents the i t only permits to obtain a mean value of B concerf ning. three o r four nuclei.
Discussion.
We plot on fig. 3 the equal probability curves * (10-50-90 %) for fission process, i n the (E , J) plane of 1 5 0~d . The position of these curves a r e sensitive to the a /a ratio. To compare figures 3a f n and 3b allows to understand why the first-chance .
fission increases with a /a : when a l a r g e r surface f n of the (E*, J) plane i s covered, by the fission cornpetition by an increase of af/a for example, f i r s t n chance fission is more favored. and two similar reactions; On the other hand, will be used to obtain restrictive conditions on the choice of the p a r a m e t e r s which a r e involved i n statistical evaporation calculations.
